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Chapter 1011
At this moment, Yue Feng clenched his fists tightly, tears almost blurred his vision, and
the whole person became completely mad, and roared up to the sky.
“Bring the antidote!”
Yue Feng howled desperately, not knowing where the strength came from, he slashed
over a hundred soldiers with one sword, and arrived in front of Ji Linglong in an instant!
At this time, Yue Feng’s eyes were extremely blood red, like a wild beast!
Antidote!
The antidote must be obtained.
“Hee hee..”
Feeling Yue Feng’s monstrous anger, Ji Linglong didn’t panic at all, chuckled lightly,
and flew towards the mountain behind like a ghost: “If you want an antidote, you have to
use your ability to get it. Chase me.”
As long as you drag Yue Feng for a long time, the Prime Minister will have enough time
to destroy the Ouyang family.
At that time, it will be a great achievement for yourself.
…
On the other side, the Ouyang family.
Duan Yu has not arrived yet. In the hall of the Ouyang family, Ouyang Zhennan was not
walking back and forth and was anxious.
Next to him, Yue Feng’s parents sat there, unable to hide their worries.
“Now Xiaofeng should have a hand with that Duan Yu, and I don’t know what’s going
on.” At this time, Ouyang Zhennan couldn’t help but said.
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Originally, when Yue Feng and Duan Yu had a battle, Ouyang Zhennan also went to
watch it. But Yue Feng didn’t let him go. Because Yue Feng knew in his heart that he

might not be able to beat Duan Yu. If the foster father also goes to watch the battle, if he
loses himself, I am afraid that the foster father will not be able to bear it.
At Yue Feng’s request, Ouyang Zhennan stayed in the family.
“Brother Zhennan!” At this moment, Yue Feng’s father laughed and said, “Don’t worry
too much, Xiaofeng has Sun Dasheng and Wen Chou Chou by his side. If the three
brothers work together, they will not necessarily lose.
” Falling down, Mei Hui next to him also said with a smile: “Yes, my brother is the sect
master of Tianmen, and he is also the leader of the martial arts alliance! I can definitely
beat that Duan Yu!”
“Boom!”
Just as he was talking, there was a sudden loud noise outside! The gate of the Ouyang
family was instantly razed to the ground!
“Ah!”
Then, a scream came.
“What’s the situation?”
Ouyang Zhennan’s expression changed and he walked out quickly.
hiss!
At this moment, seeing the scene in front of him, Ouyang Zhennan couldn’t help taking
a breath!
I saw that the front yard of the entire Ouyang family was in a mess! A huge deep ditch
was cleaved on the ground. On the edge of the deep ditch, dozens of disciples of the
Ouyang family were lying in a pool of blood and wailing! These people are obviously no
longer alive!
And above the sky, a figure, holding a two-meter-long giant axe, hovered there proudly.
It’s like killing a god!
Who is it if it’s not Duan Yu? !
At this moment, Duan Yu had a cruel sneer on his face, and the giant axe in his hand
was shining like a round sun!
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“The people of the Ouyang family, come out and die!” Duan Yu sneered, his whole body
filled with strong killing intent!
Feeling the killing intent, Ouyang Zhennan only felt a chill in his heart, and his eyes
were full of shock!
“You… are you Duan Yu?”
Ouyang Zhennan couldn’t help but speak in shock!
This man in mid-air, holding an axe, looks like a divine weapon! This person should be
Duan Yu!
“Yes, it’s me.”
Duan Yu smiled evilly, with a look of contempt for everything: “Today, I am here to kill
your Ouyang family. Before I take action, do you have any last words that you can say.”
Saying this At the time, Duan Yu had a proud look on his face.
He clearly felt that Ouyang Zhennan in front of him was only the strength of Wu Sheng,
and he didn’t pay attention to it at all.
At this time, the children of the Ouyang family basically all came out. They looked up at
Duan Yu one by one, only to feel that their hearts were blocked, and they were even a
little breathless!
For a time, the entire Ouyang family was silent!
Ouyang Zhennan was even more shocked.
What’s going on here? Wasn’t he fighting with Xiaofeng in the Star Picking Tower?
What… why did the Ouyang family suddenly come?
Seeing that no one was talking, Duan Yu sneered: “Since there are no last words, then
come up and lead the death.” The
voice fell, and a dazzling light burst out from the opening axe, and Duan Yu raised the
axe to kill!
“Stop!”
At this moment, a shout came from not far away, and then four figures came quickly,
blocking Ouyang Zhennan.
It is Duan Feng’s four brothers!

“Wind, rain, thunder and lightning?!” Seeing the four of them, Duan Yu was stunned for
a moment, and then his eyes were instantly bloodshot, and his inner anger also rose!
“Okay, very good, that day my Duan family treated you well, my Duan family was wiped
out, the four of you not only did not avenge the Duan family, but also took refuge in Yue
Feng! Betrayal, beasts are better! I still want to find you, You will be sent to the door
automatically.” The cold voice came from Duan Yu’s mouth, containing endless anger.
“Master Duan!” Duan Feng’s face flickered, resisting the complexities in his heart, and
said slowly: “Back then, our four brothers, following the Duan family, did a lot of things
to harm the common people, and it was God’s will that the Duan family was destroyed.
We have already returned to Heaven, punishing evil and promoting good. When is the
time for retribution, I hope Young Master Duan can stop it in time!”
Because Duan Yu was right, the Duan family did not treat the four brothers Feng Yu Lei
Dian badly.
But they took refuge in Tianmen, and they never regretted it! Because after joining
Tianmen, they punished evil and promoted good, benefited the rivers and lakes, and
everything they did was worthy of their hearts and worthy of heaven and earth!
Duan Lei also stepped forward: “Master Duan, stop.”
“Yes, our four brothers, we know that we are sorry for the Duan family! You have to vent
your anger and come at us! As long as you can let the Ouyang family go!”
Hearing the words of the four brothers, Duan Yu was furious: “You four, shut up!”
Duan Yu held the opening axe tightly, his expression extremely grim: “You still have the
face to persuade me? Well, you want to protect the Ouyang family. That’s right, I’ll give
you a chance! Come on, the four of you come together, hit me, come!”
Alas!
Seeing that Duan Yu could not be persuaded, Duan Feng sighed and looked at the
three brothers beside him.
The next second, Duan Feng pulled out his long sword: “Since Young Master Duan
insists on doing this, then our four brothers have to offend.”
“Qiangqiang!”
The words fell, and the three Duan Yu also pulled out their weapons, rose up into the
air, and surrounded Duan Yu!

Their four brothers are all in the Martial Saint Realm. When the four brothers join forces,
the air is distorted, and the momentum is amazing!
“Four traitors, get out of here!”
Duan Yu’s eyes were blood red, and he didn’t talk nonsense, he raised his hand and
waved hard!
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“Roar!”
A dragon roar that shocked the heavens and the earth came from the opening axe, and
then, a golden glow burst out, instantly covering the four brothers Duan Feng! The four
brothers had no time to dodge and were directly swept away by the golden light!
“Pfft…”
For a time, the four brothers, without exception, were all gushing blood, and their bodies
flew out, flying over a hundred meters, and finally fell to the ground, dripping with blood.
Breathless!
Although he didn’t die, he didn’t have the strength to fight again!
What?
The four brothers Duan Feng are now all Martial Saints! They joined forces, but they
couldn’t even catch Duan Yu’s move?
Seeing this scene, everyone present couldn’t help gasping for air!
Duan Yu glanced at the four brothers coldly: “You four are really good dogs of Yue
Feng! If you dare to stop me, I will leave you alone! When I completely destroy the
Ouyang family, I will follow you slowly. To settle the account, I want you to live rather
than die.”
After saying this, Duan Yu’s eyes locked on Ouyang Zhennan: “Next, it’s up to you.”
“You…” Ouyang Zhennan frowned and stared at Duan Yu: “You want to destroy my
Ouyang family, unless you step over me!”
Om!
The voice fell, and a tyrannical breath burst out from Ouyang Zhennan’s body! At the
same time, a long sword was held tightly by him!

I have to say, Duan Yu in front of him is really strong! Especially the power of the
opening axe is even more terrifying!
But the Ouyang family has also been passed down for hundreds of years, why has it
bowed its head to anyone? !
Back then, when the Imperial Forest Army of Tianqi Continent came to encircle and
suppress the Ouyang family, the entire army was destroyed. Would they still be afraid of
a Duan Yu? !
Thinking of this, Ouyang Zhennan turned his head and looked around, looking at the
children of the surrounding families: “My Ouyang family has been passed down for
hundreds of years, and I have never surrendered to any force. They are all good men
who stand above the ground, and now this man has an artifact in his hands, are you
afraid!”
“Not afraid!”
In an instant, all the disciples of the entire Ouyang family were all excited, and they
responded loudly.
“Okay!”
Ouyang Zhennan nodded gratified and said loudly, “Follow me today and fight to the
end !
“
.
To be honest, each of them knew that fighting against Duan Yu like this would
undoubtedly hit the stone with an egg! But they have no way out. !
“It’s really courting death!” Duan Yu’s expression was hideous, showing a bit of
madness: “Today, I will let your Ouyang family disappear completely, and die for me!”
= The moment the words fell, Duan Yu clenched the sky axe tightly, and his inner
strength urged Move, raise your hand and wave!
hum!
A dazzling golden light ripped apart the sky, and from a distance, the sky and the earth
seemed to be split apart!

The dazzling rays of light, carrying terrifying and unparalleled power, slammed into the
crowd of the Ouyang family! In an instant, the smoke filled the air, and the mourning
continued!
I saw that this axe directly cut out a deep ditch of nearly a thousand meters. Within the
shroud of this axe’s might, all the disciples of the Ouyang family, all howling loudly, fell
into a pool of blood!
This… the power of this axe is too… too strong!
In an instant, the rest of the people saw this scene, and their backs were all chilled!
“Hahaha…”
Duan Yu looked up to the sky and laughed loudly as he watched them all turn pale!
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“As long as I still have a breath, you can’t think of destroying my Ouyang family!”
Ouyang Zhennan howled loudly, his eyes were blood red, and the moment the voice
fell, he flew up and went straight to Duan Yu!
“Zhennan…”
Jiang Shan next to her, also trembled, pulled out a long sword, and jumped up!
“Come together? Very good, then let you be a pair of desperate mandarin ducks.” Duan
Yu’s eyes were full of playfulness.
As soon as Duan Yu raised his hand, a terrifying force erupted again, and the Kaitian
axe flipped in the air and slashed towards Ouyang Zhennan and the others!
Seeing this scene, everyone below was shocked.
“Dad…Mom…” Mihui stomped her feet anxiously, her eyes red.
Seeing that the axe was about to fall, Ouyang Zhennan tried his best to condense the
protective layer to resist!
“Boom!”
At the moment when the protective layer was formed, Jin Mang slashed fiercely!
Ouyang Zhennan spat out a mouthful of blood and fell heavily to the ground!
On one side, Jiang Shan, like a broken kite, was shaken more than 100 meters away,
and fell heavily on the ground, her life and death unknown.

“Mom…”
Seeing this scene, Mei Hui rushed over and hugged Jiang Shan in her arms.
At this time, Jiang Shan’s face was pale, her eyes were tightly closed, and the blood
stained her dress red, and she was already in a coma.
“Kill! Defend the family!”
At this time, the surrounding Ouyang family disciples were also crazy, their eyes were
blood red, and they rushed towards Duan Yu desperately.
However, the strength of these family disciples was completely vulnerable in front of
Duan Yu.
Buzz!
Duan Yu laughed wildly, waving the giant axe in his hand, and saw that the surrounding
air was almost completely torn apart! Those family disciples, who couldn’t rush forward
at all, were torn to pieces!
This is a complete one-sided massacre!
In the blink of an eye, only a few dozen of the thousands of Ouyang Clan disciples could
stand up! The entire family, the ground has been dyed red with blood, like hell!
Duan Yu swung an axe forcefully, swept away the few people in front of him, and
walked slowly towards Ouyang Zhennan, with a cruel sneer on the corner of his mouth:
“Patriarch Ouyang, aren’t you going to resist? That’s all you have?”
Said Really, at this time, Yu could easily kill Ouyang Zhennan, but he didn’t want to do
it. He had to torture Ouyang Zhennan and make him suffer so much before he could
die.
“I want you to survive!” Duan Yu roared, the words fell, and he kicked Ouyang Zhennan
in the heart!
Ouyang Zhennan’s internal strength is almost exhausted, and he can’t escape at all!
Click!
With this kick, Ouyang Zhennan’s sternum was completely shattered! Hearing a muffled
groan, Ouyang Zhennan flew out and fell heavily to the ground, covered in blood,
horrible to watch!
“Brother Zhennan!”

Seeing this scene, Yue Feng’s father, Yue Tianheng, suddenly shouted, his face full of
anxiety!
For more than a year, Yue Tianheng and his wife have been practicing hard in the
Ouyang family. At this time, they have reached the fifth rank of generals, but this kind of
power is simply too small in front of Duan Yu!
“Patriarch Ouyang, it’s time to hit the road.” At this moment, Duan Yu said coldly, raising
the axe again!
“Brother Zhennan…”
Seeing this scene, Yue Tianheng gave a loud cry, and before he had time to think about
it, he rushed over! stand before him!
“Huh? Here’s another one to die.”
Duan Yu’s eyes froze, and he locked Yue Tianheng in an instant, opened the axe in his
hand, and turned abruptly, and a golden beam came directly towards Yue Tianheng!
When the axe fell, Yue Tianheng would definitely not survive!
“Tianheng!”
Yue Feng’s mother, Su Yue, burst into tears at this moment, exclaimed, rushed over
and hugged Yue Tianheng.
“Pfft!”
The axe hit Su Yue’s back fiercely, and blood spurted out instantly! Afterwards, the
huge impact force, together with Yue Tianheng, were blown away.
“Xiaoyue!”
Seeing Su Yue lying in a pool of blood, Yue Tianheng shouted like crazy, and rushed
over and hugged her!
Seeing Su Yue’s face, she was instantly pale, and there was a terrifying bloody mouth
on her back, and all her internal organs were shattered.
The blood kept flowing out, Su Yue said weakly: “Tianheng, I….I’ll go first…”
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Su Yue closed her eyes before she said a word.

“Xiaoyue…” Yue Tianheng roared wildly, and his whole body collapsed completely.
The two have been married for more than 20 years and have been in love with each
other! But now.. his wife just left him!
“Auntie!”
At this time, Xiao Xi, who was not far away, saw that Su Yue was killed, tears welling up
on her delicate face!
The son’s mother was killed, he knew it must be very sad.
Son, come back soon.
Come back soon..
Crying in my heart, Xiao Xi cried into tears.
Compared with Xiao Xi’s sadness, Xiao Yuruo next to her had a calm face, looking at
everything in front of her indifferently, as if it had nothing to do with herself.
“Duan Yu, you have to die!”
At this time, Ouyang Zhennan’s eyes were extremely blood red, and he roared, he
wanted to stand up and continue to fight, but his dantian was almost exhausted, and he
was completely powerless.
The corner of Duan Yu’s mouth evoked a trace of cruelty: “These words, you should go
down there and tell the Lord of Hell.” The
voice fell, Duan Yu’s expression was cold, and he walked step by step.
“Patriarch!”
“Don’t hurt my patriarch.”
At this moment, more than a dozen family disciples rushed in frantically.
However, Duan Yu didn’t look at them at all, and he waved the Sky-Opening Axe in his
hand.
“what…”
Under the flickering golden light, more than a dozen family disciples fell into a pool of
blood with a scream before they rushed to the front!

Ouyang Zhennan’s face was full of despair, completely collapsed!
It’s over.. The Ouyang family, which has been inherited for a hundred years, is about to
end.. Is it about to end!
“Patriarch Ouyang, I’ll help you with the Fuyao Palace!” At this moment, a coquettish
shout suddenly came from the horizon!
Following the voice, Ouyang Zhennan’s heart was shocked, and there was hope in his
eyes.
I saw more than a hundred figures in the sky not far away, flying quickly. These figures,
wearing uniform long white dresses, are the elite female disciples of Fuyao Palace.
Headed by the six amazing fairies. It is the six palace masters of Fuyao Palace!
Fuyao Palace! Ouyang Zhennan’s heart ignited hope, and the whole person was
extremely excited!
When the Tianqi army attacked Donghai City, the seven fairies of Fuyao Palace came
to support at a critical time and fought against Xingyao, and their performance was
amazing.
They are here, the Ouyang family seems to be saved!
“Shu!”
At this moment, Duan Yu’s eyes were tightly attracted by the Six Fairies.
Duan Yu saw that the six beauties in front of them had refined temperaments. Not only
were they compact, but they were all really beautiful, like fairies descending to earth!
After taking a few glances, Duan Yu’s mouth curled into a wicked smile, and said
jokingly: “Tsk tsk, there are still people to support, all of you are women of Yue Feng,
right? You are not ordinary people. Yue Feng’s situation is gone, what’s good about
following him, why don’t you just follow me and be my prime minister’s wife, hahaha…”
Shuh!
Hearing this, Bai Shengshui and Er Qing’s faces turned red all of a sudden, and they
were very embarrassed.
“Shameless!” The
next second, the little fairy was too lazy to talk nonsense, raised her jade hand,
clenched a long whip, and rushed over directly.

“Duan Yu, we are here today, you don’t want to hurt the Ouyang family!”
“It’s a shame that you are still the prime minister of Xicang Continent, but you used such
a despicable trick to lead Yue Feng to pick the star building, and you came to attack the
Ouyang family. !”
At the same time, several Bai Shengshui also scolded and scolded, and the six
surrounded Duan Yu.
Seeing the countless casualties of the Ouyang family, the Six Fairies were furious!
“Hey…”
In the face of the anger of the six fairies, Duan Yu did not panic at all, but sighed
regretfully: “Since the six of you have to die, then I will fulfill you!” After the
voice fell, Duan Yu sighed. The internal force exploded, and a terrifying aura swept out
from the whole body. In an instant, the surrounding air seemed to be stagnant! At the
same time, the Heaven-Opening Axe in his hand also flashed a dazzling light!
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